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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the continuous column concept. This concept 
recognizes that all continuous columns and walls in a multistory building provide 
stiffness. This stiffness discourages the formation of a soft-storey mechanism. The 
concept is more powerful, and it is more general, than the “capacity design” approaches 
that have been advocated in the past. This paper describes the background to the 
development of this methodology, quantification of the amount of drift concentration for 
specified column stiffness, and the importance of the continuous column concept in 
reducing the tendency of the structure to develop significant drifts in one direction due to 
P-delta effects. Finally, some applications of the concept are described. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

For good behaviour, structures subjected to strong earthquake shaking are required to have element deformation 
demands that are less than their capacities. The deformation demands are often related to the structural drifts. For 
a long period structure the displacement at the centre of mass can be estimated for a specified earthquake record 
or response spectrum. If the structure moves over with a linear shape distribution, then we can say that there is 
no drift concentration and the drift is related to the structural displacement. However, most structures do not 
move over uniformly, and a drift concentration factor, DCF, may be defined in Equation 1 and Figure 1 where 
the roof drift, δr, is simply the roof displacement, ∆r, divided by the height of the roof from the ground, H, and 
the storey drift, δs, is the maximum value of interstorey displacement, ∆si, divided by storey height, hi, for all sto-
ries, i, as shown in Equation 2. If the DCF is unity, then the structure is moving over linearly. Otherwise, DCF is 
greater than unity.  

DCF   =   δs                                (1) 
           δr 

δs   = maxi{δsi/hi}                             (2) 
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Figure 1. DCF Definition             Figure 2. SCWB Mechanism 
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In some structures, such as base-isolated structures, high drift concentrations may be expected or desired. In oth-
er short structures they may be permitted in certain cases. MacRae et al. (2004) have shown that that for a frame 
in which all of the yielding occurs in the bottom storey of a frame designed for a ductility, µt, then a good ap-
proximation to the DCF is Equation 3.  
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tructure with constant interstorey height designed to for a ductility, µt, of 5, the DCF is 8. This 
drift demands are 8 times what they would be if the structure were designed to move over line-
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arly. Such an increase in demand may mean that the member capacities are exceeded, energy is all dissipated in a 
few locations (so redundancy of energy dissipation is lost), and the structure is more likely to be susceptible to 
deformations in one direction as a result of P-delta and other dynamic effects. For this reason it is generally con-
sidered to be more desirable if tall structures are designed with a DCF close to unity. 

This paper describes some ways that this soft storey, or drift concentration, effect has been considered in the 
past. Then the development of a relatively new concept, the Continuous Column Concept (CCC) is described, 
along with its implications for design. In particular, the following questions are addressed: 

1) What methods are currently used to limit the concentration of storey drift in frames? 
2) Can an improved method be developed considering continuous columns?   
3) What is the relationship between continuous column stiffness and storey drift?  
4) How does the continuous column influence the frame stability? 
5) How can the continuous column be considered for frame design?  
6) Are there some innovative applications of the continuous column concept?  

2.  LIMITING DRIFT CONCENTRATIONS  

In moment frame design, the most common way of discouraging a soft-storey mechanism is by using a “capacity 
design” approach. In capacity design, a desired inelastic mechanism is specified. Locations of expected inelastic 
deformation are provided with sufficient ductility capacity that the structure can sustain the desired mechanism. 
Then, locations not expected to yield and which may be brittle are provided with sufficient strength to ensure 
that they do not yield. Their strength is related to the “capacity” of the ductile regions. In tall moment frames, the 
mechanism selected generally involves columns above the base remaining elastic, with plastic hinging occurring 
at the ends of the beams and at the base of the columns. This is generally referred to as the strong column weak 
beam (SCWB) mechanism shown in Figure 2. Here, the column flexural strength is specified to be significantly 
stronger than the demands likely to be imposed by the yielding beams.  

Code provisions for concrete moment frames differ around the world. Under the influence of Professor Tomas 
Paulay, the New Zealand (NZ) concrete code (NZS3101:1982) was one of the first to attempt to rigorously im-
plement a capacity design approach. This approach had the dual aims of (i) discouraging column yielding due to 
the lower ductility of concrete columns detailed according to the code, and (ii) discouraging a soft storey mecha-
nism. The column flexural strength is made greater than the demands imposed by the beams yielding in flexure 
considering strain hardening and dynamic inelastic effects. This capacity design methodology, because of its 
conceptual simplicity, became part of NZ earthquake engineering for reinforced concrete moment frame struc-
tures. When these techniques were being developed for RC structures, there was initially no similar development 
for steel framed structures. 

The methods propounded by Paulay received ready acceptance but there were a number of issues in their general 
application. Some of these relating to reinforced concrete frames include: 

 (i) The moment frame capacity design approach is applied on a level-by-level basis. Therefore, according to 
the approaches considered, the frame in Figure 3 (in which there are perfect pins at the column points of inflec-
tion) would be expected to behave in a similar way to the frame in Figure 2.  However, in reality, the Figure 3 
frame response may be significantly different, with significantly more drift concentration and drift demand espe-
cially if stories have a negative post-elastic stiffness.   

 
 

Perfect 

Pins 

 
 
 
 
 
 
          Figure 3. Modelling Steel Frame                             Figure 4. Plastic mechanism  
    as Series of Subassemblies              due to Pushover of Capacity Designed Frame  

(ii) The capacity design recommendations do not normally prevent a mechanism involving column hinging 
above the base in tall frames. This has been shown by Pekcan et al. (1997) using a simple plastic analysis of a 
moment frame subject to lateral forces. In general, as the column flexural strength increased, the location of the 
column hinge moved higher up the frame. The type of frame mechanism which often occurs is given in Figure 4.  

 (iii) Modifications to the capacity design methods described above were required for some structures to en-
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sure that the final design is not unreasonable or uneconomical. This includes some low-rise frames as well as 
frames with large gravity loads along the beams.  

One of the mandates of my PhD work, which was started in 1986, was to develop a capacity design methodology 
for steel framed structures. Steel moment-frames have a number of different characteristics than RC frames 
which can make capacity design even more difficult. In particular, a rolled steel beam section has the same flex-
ural capacity in both positive (sagging) and negative (hogging) flexure. Often the size of a beam is determined 
based on the required hogging moment at the beam ends. The application of the concrete capacity design proce-
dures to these steel frames can lead to very big column sizes. Also, the member strength-to-stiffness ratio of steel 
members is greater than that considered for concrete structures. Therefore, frame flexibility and drift considera-
tions, rather than strength considerations, often governed the member sizes. How was I, as a new postgraduate 
student, going to develop a design approach for steel structures that was simple, rational for NZ designers? A 
discussion with Prof. Paulay was the first step. 

Prof. Paulay told me that since steel columns possessed some ductility capacity, there was not the same need to 
try to prevent any column yielding as there was for reinforced concrete structures. The most important thing was 
to make sure that columns demands did not become too significant, and this could generally be achieved for de-
sign level shaking by preventing a soft storey mechanism. Paulay advocated ensuring that there was at least one 
column in the structure that did not yield. An exterior column was the natural choice as it only had one beams 
from one direction framing into it. Thus, an acceptable mechanism became that in Figure 5. Following the advice 
of Paulay, I wrote my first conference paper on this topic (MacRae and Carr, 1987).  

 
While I followed Paulay’s advice, I had some questions/concerns about the procedure. These were: 
  i) Since the external columns provide all the restraint for a soft storey mechanism, there should be an effect of 
the number of bays in the frame, as shown in Figure 6. Here, each external column has to provide restraint for 
half of the frame width. It seemed to me that as the frame width increased, the exterior column stiffness should 
also increase. However, this effect was not considered in the capacity design approach where the capacity of the 
column was only based on the flexural capacities of the beams framing into it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Figure 5. Plastic Mechanism      Figure 6. Plastic Mechanism for Frame with Many Bays 
 Proposed by Paulay for Steel Frames 
 
     ii) If the beams framing into the exterior columns were perfectly pinned, as shown in Figure 7, then the mo-
ment applied to the external columns is zero. It is difficult then to perform capacity design using the traditional 
method. It was not clear to me whether or not this type of frame would perform badly. 

iii) Even if we performed capacity design according to Paulay for the frame shown in Figure 5, and the exte-
rior column were made of a material that were very strong but very flexible in flexure, then the column would 
only sustain large moments at very large interstorey drifts. While a soft-storey mechanism would be discouraged, 
a soft storey could occur. The majority of the demands would occur over one storey in the same way that it could 
in structure with all pinned columns, because the flexible elastic column resistance is small. 

iv) Realistic effects of the slab passing outside the column width were not always included (and are still often 
not included) explicitly in analysis of the frames in current design codes, and or in procedures for frame assess-
ment (e.g. AISC, 2005). These effects are additional to that of the beam and slab acting directly on the column 
face. They cause additional forces imposed on the column as shown in Figure 8. These forces are similar to those 
imposed on a coconut tree by a monkey climbing it! Here, the lateral strength of the subassembly is increased 
because the longitudinal reinforcing steel in the slab extending outside the column width is subjected to tension 
due to the moment on the left hand beam. This tension force is resisted by a compressive force on the right hand 
side of the column slab as shown. To resist the moment applied by the left-hand beam, there is also a compres-
sive force at the bottom of the left hand beam on the column face. The magnitude of the compression forces act-
ing on the column depends on the amount of steel outside the column width in the participating slab. This width 
of participating slab, and the amount of steel, increases as the beam deformation increases. Note that there is no 
force shown at the end of the right hand beam. This is because the tension steel yielding at the bottom of the 
right hand beam limits the moment that can be imposed there and the slab effect is not large. It should also be 
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noted that the monkey idealization is not perfect as it indicates a destabilizing effect on the tree, while the slab 
creates a stabilizing effect on the frame. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                             (a) Subassembly                (b) Monkey Idealization 
           Figure 7. Frame with Pinned Beams         Figure 8. Additional Forces on Column (tree)  
                beside Strong Column          due to Slab (monkey) Extending around Column 

Studies have shown (e.g. Wolfgram (1984), French and Boorojerdi (1989)) a strength increase of more than 70% 
due to the presence of the slab for a RC frame. A simple method to consider these effects in all types of frame 
has been proposed by Umarani and MacRae (2007). For steel frames, the increase in moment can be signifi-
cantly less than that for RC frames (where a slab tributary width approach may be used) because yielding of the 
steel section occurs at the bottom of the left hand beam. Using the concept above, methods are now considered in 
the NZ Steel Structures code (NZS3404, 2007) to compute the maximum demands that can be imposed on the 
column.  

In addition to these concerns for moment-frames, my doctoral work looked at the performance of braced frame 
structures. In particular, appropriate design of eccentrically braced frames (EBFs) was studied. In these frames, 
whether or not the connections of the beams and columns to the column were modelled as fixed does not have a 
major effect on the column sizes because the forces are predominantly governed by truss action. This is an issue 
for a frame designed and detailed as a truss (except beside the yielding link) with the perfect pinned connections 
shown in Figure 9a. Here, after the first link yields, there is a soft-storey mechanism which results in large de-
mands. (The storey drift demands were doubled to 5.3% in the analysis of a 10 storey EBF without continuous 
columns in analyses by MacRae et al. (1990)). A method to limit this type of deformation by using vertical ten-
sion ties at each end of the link was proposed, as shown in Figure 9b. While this concept to reduce a soft-storey 
mechanism was effective, no general prescription was provided as to the total strength and stiffness of these ele-
ments. Professor Egor Popov was the reviewer of my doctoral thesis. I spoke to him as part of a cruise on the 
San Francisco bay as part of a bridge workshop at Berkeley in 1993. He said that in all the analyses of EBFs he 
had been involved with, he had not seen a problem with the type of soft-storey we were concerned about. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   (a) Possible Frame Mechanism   (b) Proposed Solution                   (a) Parameters     (b) Deformed Shape 
    Figure 9. EBF Considerations (MacRae et al. 1990)     Figure 10. System with Gravity Column 

Concentrically braced frames (CBFs) also have the same issues as EBF frames. Analyses have shown that if the 
structure is analysed as designed, with pinned connections at all junctions, significant member demands can oc-
cur in the storey with the drift concentration.  

It may be seen from the discussion above that capacity design methods have been used to limit large storey de-
formations and to discourage column yielding in moment frame structures. While these methods work for some 
cases, they do not always work. In addition, these methods cannot be applied in a reasonable and economic way 
to steel moment frames, and there is no clear way of limiting drift concentrations in braced frames.  
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The concept for a better, simpler and more rational means of limiting drift concentrations came many years after 
the doctoral work. I had the privilege of being involved in frame analyses for the SAC Steel Project while I was 
working at the University of Washington, Seattle. As part of this project there were some discussions on model-
ling. I was not involved in these directly, but they probably reignited my thinking in this issue. It was in 2000 at a 
conference that I had a simple idea. I do not recall exactly which conference it was, but it could have been the 
ASCE Structures Congress in Philadelphia. I do remember thinking that it was a powerful concept. Because it 
was a concept, I would not be able to get funding to develop it in the US system, but it was something that I 
should develop and publish before talking about it too much. It is one of those things that is so simple, that once 
explained, people say it is common sense and there is nothing new about it. While other people may have real-
ized the significance of it, no-one had discussed it, or written specifically about it, before. I was able to work on 
it initially with Dr. Yoshihiro Kimura. Dr. Kimura was doing post-doctoral studies at Tokyo Institute of Technol-
ogy. He had obtained funding to study at the University of Washington for several months where he worked on 
the behavior of CFT framed structures with Professor Charles Roeder and myself. Our work on limiting drift 
concentration occurred while he was back at Tokyo Institute of Technology and while I was on sabbatical leave 
at the University of Canterbury.  

3.  THE CONTINUOUS COLUMN CONCEPT (CCC) 

The continuous column concept simply acknowledges that: 

If columns are continuous over several stories of a structure, then the stiffness of the columns will limit the 
amount of drift concentration that can occur.  

The major difference between this simple concept and previous concepts is that: 
1)  It emphasizes the importance of stiffness rather than strength, as was considered in the capacity design 

approaches. In fact, strength may be regarded simply as a means of maintaining stiffness. 
2)  It considers the frame behaviour over the height rather than on a level-by-level basis. 
3)  It considers the effects of all of the continuous columns in the building, as they provide stiffness that re-

sists the drift concentration. These include all in-plane and out-of-plane seismic columns, and all gravity 
columns in the structure. 

4)  The concept can be applied to shear-type frames of all types and materials in a consistent way. It is the 
same for RC, timber and steel structures designed as moment frames or braced frames. 

In the words of Paulay, this concept "allows the designer to tell the structure what to do". The paper describing 
the basic concept is described by MacRae, Kimura and Roeder (2004).  

4.  COLUMN STIFFNESS – DCF RELATIONSHIP 

While the concept is simple, designers need to know what level of DCF is associated with what level of drift. 
This is characterized by MacRae, Kimura and Roeder (2004) for frames with pinned continuous columns at the 
ground floor level. (Other papers describing both the developments are also listed in the references section at the 
end of this paper).  

The first part of the paper quantifies the performance of the 2 storey shear type structure with continuous 
columns as shown in Figure 10. The stiffnesses of all continuous columns in the building were lumped together 
and modelled as one single continuous column with section flexural stiffness, EI. Closed form expressions were 
developed for the deflections of the frame due to an inverted triangular force distribution considering continuous 
column effects. Separate expressions were developed for the 3 stages of inelasticity (i) the elastic structure; (ii) 
after the base storey had yielded; and (iii) after both stories of the frame had yielded.  

The expressions developed indicated that the DCF was dependent on a non-dimensional column stiffness, α, 
given as EI/(kh3), where k is the storey stiffness. When α tends to infinity then DCF tends to unity as would be 
expected. Also, when α is zero, the response is that for a frame without a continuous column. Computer 
generated pushover analysis was conducted to ensure that the derivation was accurate. Time history analyses 
performed were also in agreement with the pushover analysis results. 

For multistory shear-type structures, it is not possible to determine a simple closed form solution for the 
response. The non-dimensional column stiffness ratio, α, developed from the 2 storey structure analyses was 
again used and empirical expressions were used to develop expressions for the DCF and maximum moment in 
the column due to pushover analyses. These expressions developed were based on analyses of frames with a 
strength distribution up the height ranging from uniform to one which matched the shear demand distribution 
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from the imposed forces. Inelastic dynamic analyses were also undertaken. Empirical techniques were used to 
allow the dynamic response to be estimated from the pushover response. 

An interesting finding from these analyses is that the peak moment in the continuous columns can occur high up 
in the frame. Often it is above the mid-height. If gravity columns are required to resist these moments, then a 
partial strength splice may not be sufficient to ensure satisfactory behaviour.  

The study summarized in the 2004 paper concentrated on continuous columns with pinned bases. An attempt 
was also made to develop simple expressions for continuous columns with fixed bases (like shear walls on a 
rigid foundation). While some expressions could be obtained, they are more complex than those considering the 
pinned base (Kimura and MacRae, 2006).  

5.  STABILITY EFFECTS 

There was another mystery relating to the behaviour of steel frames which has been solved with the CCC. This 
involves the dynamic stability of frames subjected to dynamic loading. The concept of dynamic stability had 
been developed at the Public Works Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan with Dr. Kazuhiko Kawashima in 1990-
1991 (MacRae and Kawashima, 1993). This concept related both to P-delta effects and to the likelihood of per-
manent (or residual) displacements after a major earthquake (Kawashima et al. 1998 and MacRae, 1994). The 
concept was inspired by a conversation with Prof. Uetani from Kyoto University who kindly spend some time 
with me when I dropped into his office on a visit.  

In simple terms, the dynamic stability concept states that a bilinear oscillator with a negative post-elastic stiff-
ness has a tendency to yield in the direction away from the initial displacement position and to have large peak 
and permanent displacements which are a function of the duration of the strong motion shaking. Conversely, 
structures with a positive post-elastic stiffness, which have already yielded in one direction, tend to yield toward 
the zero displacement location. Their permanent displacements tend to be lower as the post-elastic stiffness ratio 
increases.   

Some considerations relating to this effect are included in seismic code P-delta provisions. Generally, these are 
the same for all types of structure, even though different types of structure have different types of hysteresis loop 
and are affected differently by P-delta effects. The parameter used to describe the P-delta effect, θ, is P/(kh). It is 
dependent on the axial force on the level considered, P, the lateral stiffness of the level, k, and the height of the 
level, h. It has been developed based on elastic frame considerations (MacRae, 1994) and codes usually specify 
that it is used on a level-by-level basis.  

Hiroyuki Tagawa, a postgraduate student who had completed his undergraduate study as part of Prof. Fumio Wa-
tanabe’s group from Kyoto University, was working with me at the University of Washington on the seismic re-
sponse of steel frames. He found that the post-elastic stiffness of the lower stories of steel frames often had a 
significant negative post-elastic stiffness. (The storey/level post-elastic stiffness was computed for subassemblies 
of the frame at each level by inserting pins at the column mid-storey heights as shown in Figure 3). However, 
when dynamic inelastic time history simulations were conducted, the large permanent displacements that had 
been seen in single-degree-of-freedom analyses were not observed.  

Tagawa carefully studied the frame response and determined the effective post-elastic stiffness factor for a multi-
storey frame. He did this by comparing the instantaneous eigenvalue of the first mode with that of the elastic 
frame. He also isolated the P-delta term in a consistent way to that for a single degree of freedom structure. 
While post-elastic stiffnesses of the bottom storey/levels were significantly negative (using the Figure 3 ap-
proach), he found from the time history analyses that the effective post-elastic stiffness factor of a frame (and the 
lowest instantaneous eigenvalue) was almost always positive during the analysis. This was due to the continuous 
columns providing significant stiffness between stories. When the continuous columns were not provided, large 
drift concentrations and demands resulted.  
 

6.  APPLICATION OF CCC  

(a) Estimation of frame likely drift concentrations 

The continuous column stiffness for a number of steel frames has been evaluated by Tagawa (2005). Some of 
these are shown as vertical lines in Figure 11 for the seismic columns alone (w/o Gravity Column) and with the 
seismic and gravity columns together (w/ gravity column) for frames of different heights. Here the C.C. 
(continuous column) ratio on the x-axis is α. It can be seen that α for the seismic frame columns alone is close 
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to, or greater than, 0.20 for all the SAC Steel Project 
Los Angeles frames. When the gravity columns in the 
building are also considered, α is greater than, 0.30. 
The DCF is also given as a function of α on these 
graphs for various scale factors of spectral 
acceleration, Sa, at the fundamental period of the 
structure, T1, using the NF05 record from the SAC 
suite. The maximum scale factor for the severe NF05 
record is 0.50 for the LA 20 frame because more 
severe records cause collapse. The DCF change over 
the range of a seen in the structures, α = 0.2 to 0.3, is 
not very large. The gravity column stiffness range is 
plotted on a log scale indicating that it takes a large 
increase in stiffness α to significantly reduce the DCF.  

If buildings are provided with an α value of 0.2 then 
the DCF may be estimated from the response of the 
frame for various records. It can be seen that the 
response does not differ a lot for the different levels of 
the earthquake record used in the plots in Figure 11. 
From the records shown, an approximate estimate of 
DCF as a function of the number of stories in the 
frame, N, is given by Equation 4. For example, for a 9 
storey frame the DCF estimated is 2.06. Further 
analyses would be needed to increase the robustness of 
this type of equation which could be used in building 
codes. 

(a) LA 3 storey frame 

 DCF = 0.132 (N  -  1) + 1       (4) 

The fact that realistic frames tend to have significant 
seismic and gravity column continuous stiffness is a 
reason that significant problems with a soft-storey 
mechanism, such as that shown in Figure 9a, have not 
been seen in analyses of many frames, as had been 
described by Popov.  

(b) LA 9 storey frame 

 

 (b) CC-Slab Connection Strength 

The required strength of connections between 
continuous columns and floor slabs at the building 
perimeter is not only related to the inertial force 
resulting from accelerations, but also to the continuous 
column stiffness as shown by Tagawa, MacRae, 
Lowes and Wada (2008). 
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(c) LA 20 storey frame  
Figure 11. DCF – α plots (from Tagawa 2005) for 
NF05 record from SAC Suite for different Sa(T1) 7.  INNOVATIVE USES OF THE CCC  

The Continuous Column Concept (CCC) has also been used in an innovative way by Prof. Akira Wada of Tokyo 
Institute of Technology (Wada et al. 2009). Here, an older multistory SRC structure has been retrofitted by 
placing a number of 600mm x 4,400mm post-tensioned walls on top of a pinned base steel structure and 
connecting it to the structure through a steel base with a pin at the ground level. This pin is featured so people 
using the structure can appreciate the engineering solution. This form of retrofit has little effect on the structural 
first-mode period and on the maximum likely base shear. This means that very little foundation work is required. 
Some dampers are also provided at the top of the wall to further reduce the response. In such a frame there is 
almost no drift concentration (i.e. the DCF = 1.0) as the structure moves over in a linear first mode fashion. This 
reduces the overall demands on the structure and increases earthquake resistance. 
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8.  CONCLUSIONS 

The paper describes a new paradigm in the prevention of large deformations due drift concentrations in multi-
story frames. This involves explicit consideration of the stiffness of the continuous columns over the height of 
the structures. The background to the development of this new method is described. In particular, it is shown 
that: 

1) Capacity design methods have previously been developed to limit large storey deformations and to discour-
age column yielding in moment frame structures. However, these methods are inadequate for general mo-
ment frames and cannot be applied easily to other types of frame.   

2) The Continuous Column Concept (CCC) is proposed which emphasizes the importance of the stiffness of 
all continuous columns in the building structure for controlling drift concentrations. Strength is necessary, 
but only as a means of maintaining stiffness.  

3) Relationships between CC stiffness and drift concentration are developed and described in a non-
dimensional form. By specifying appropriate CC stiffness it is possible to control the structural behaviour. 

4) It is shown that the CC stiffness is critical in ensuring that multistory structures behave in a dynamically 
stable way during an earthquake, so that large permanent displacements are discouraged.  

5) Relationships developed between drift concentration factor and continuous column stiffness may be used 
for design.  

6) An interesting application of the CCC has already been implemented by Prof. Wada’s group in Japan.  
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